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The Legends of Mabie House
BY JAIDA LARKIN
Staff Writer
The following is a compilation
of anecdotes and hearsay accounting
for the numerous supernatural occurrences at our beloved Kent Place.
Each story has been verified by first
hand experiences of cafeteria staff, the
Mabie House receptionist, Ms. Willyard, campus security, and Lynn Magrane, an alumna who runs the Kent
Place ghost tours. Specific names other
than Ms. Magrane have been omitted
for protection from unkind spirits and
other unworldly creatures.
--In the late 19th century, before
the Annex was the Annex or even the
Kent Place Primary School, the structure adjacent to the main building was
home to eleven year-old Amy Strong
and her parents. The family enjoyed
their Victorian mansion and tranquil
country life, but young Amy particularly favored the stables, the residence
of her mighty stallion, Majestic. Amy
and Majestic went everywhere together; the two were inseparable.
One particularly wintry night, a
ferocious blizzard enveloped Summit,
New Jersey. The winds whipped trees
in half and the cold alone could kill
upon contact. Fearing for her companion’s wellbeing, Amy pleaded with her
parents to at least bring Majestic a quilt
for protection. After strenuous protest, Amy’s parents agreed as long as
she hurried back. Five minutes passed.
And then ten. Then thirty. An hour
went by. Mr. Strong, plagued with worry for his only daughter, searched the
property high and low until he came
across an empty stable and a trail of
footprints. He followed them meticu-
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The painting above depicts a group of girls learning outside Mabie House, reminiscnent of the long
history of our school, touched by supernatural occurences.

lously, but they soon vanished, buried
under the snow.
Nobody ever found Amy or
her dear Majestic. Shortly after, the
Strongs sold their home to what is
now Kent Place School. Perhaps the
couple wanted their daughter’s spirit to
be around girls her age. Or perhaps the
pain was just too much to bear. Nonetheless, sometimes on a full moon you
can see Amy peering down from her
bedroom window, watching the children play and learn.
--Twenty years ago, one of the cleaning ladies was burdened with the exasperating onus that is the night shift. In
the Annex, she dusted the windowsills

and straightened picture frames. As
she made her way towards the bottom
of the stairwell, she spotted movement in the fireplace out of the corner of her eye. She spun and, to her
astonishment, was met the steel gaze
of a transparent woman. The cleaning lady spoke next to no English, but
she later described the woman’s hair
to be pinned up in a bun and that she
donned a dress with blue flowers and a
yellow center. She resigned that night.
Fifteen years later, when the main
building was brand new, another cleaning lady was tidying the sophomore
lounge when she noticed someone
standing still, perhaps a little too still,
in the corner. Despite never having

met the first cleaning lady, this staff
member reported the woman to have
hair pinned up in a rigid bun and to
have been wearing a dress with blue
flowers and a yellow center; the same
description to a tee. She also resigned
that night.
According to Ms. Willyard, the
Mabie House receptionist, the Kent
Place cleaning staff has lost at least
three employees in the past two decades due to paranormal activity.
--A campus security guard surveyed
the remaining halls of the Kent Place
Upper School and, satisfied with the
emptiness and quiet, locked the front
door. Whistling and humming in celebration of the day’s end, he continued on his walk. He paused, however,
when he observed a bright glow reflected in the shadows on the pavement. He turned torward an army of
dazzling lit rooms. He reexamined the
building, but to his horror, the school
was confirmed vacant and the lights
motion sensored.
--Smaller, everyday instances contribute to Kent Place’s spooky aura:
there have been frequent sightings
of old fashioned nurses from Kent
Place’s boarding school era in various
corridors, rumors of an underground
tunnel running from Mabie House to
the main building, accounts of small
children wandering through the cafeteria’s kitchen and passageways, and
the recurring flickering of the theater’s
lights. Happy Halloween from your fellow supernatural enthusiast and please
share these stories with only your bravest classmates and friends. If you dare.
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A “MadLib” style tale told by the KPS English Depar tment, with each teacher contributing 50-100
words with onl y the last line of the text written bef or e them.
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Yeah, there’s something under my bed, all right, Esmerelda
Permanent Page Editors Sofia Scotto thought, chomping down hard on
Maddie Zietsman a comforter already swampy with
Page Editors
saliva.
There’s something under my
Advisors
Judy Bianco bed, and it has long crinkly skinny
		
Elizabeth Woodall
arms with all kindsa extra elbows,
and hands with all kindsa extra fingers, and it’s gonna reach up real far
and it’s gonna get me!
Her comforter tasted sort of
like really old pancakes.
Now, she thought, if I only had
a machete ... If I only had a machete, I could chop off its arms
when it gets going with the grabbing and the getting! (Dr. Schwartz)
As if by magic, a machete materialized
in her hand. She swerved to
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furry paw, and slashed about with
her glinting blade. “Take that, you
slime fiend!” She somersaulted out
of the monster’s reach and ran toward the forest. The ground shook
with the creature’s every footfall as
it loped after her. Her eyes darted
toward a low-hanging branch on a
gnarled pine tree. “I’ve... got to...
climb,” she whispered between rattling breaths. (Dr. Porterfield)
Taking a hurried glance behind
her, she jumped for the lowermost
branch. As if in a dream, she saw
her hand fall just short of the dark
limb. “Got to lose this backpack!”
The shaggy dark shadow seemed to
have lost her, for she could no longer hear its approach. She shrugged
off the backpack with practiced expertise, but the thud it made hitting

What do I do with my leftover candy?!
BY CLARE BUCKLEY, LIZZIE HERR, AND MAGGIE STANTON
staff writers

Are you sick of eating all that boring, same old, same old leftover Halloween candy? Well, you are in luck! Here
are some of the best and tastiest leftover
Halloween recipes and hacks that will
transform that boring candy into a delicious treat or beverage!

Candy Cookie Cake
Ingredients:
¾ cup butter (softened to room temperature)
1 cup brown sugar
1 large egg
1 egg yolk
2 tsp vanilla extract
2 cups flour
2 tsp cornstarch
1 tsp baking soda
½ tsp salt
1 ½ cups candy (if candy bars – chopped)
Icing (optional)
Direction to Bake:
1. Preheat the oven to 350°F.
2. Spray a 9 inch round cake pan or pie
pan with cooking spray.
3. Beat the butter with an electric mixer until smooth and creamy. Add the
brown sugar and beat on medium until
combined well, mix in the egg, egg yolk
and vanilla until combined.
4. In a separate bowl, combine the flour,
cornstarch, baking soda and salt. Mix the
dry ingredients into the wet ingredients
on low speed until combined. Hand mix
in the candy with a spatula.
5. Press the cookie dough into the prepared pan.
6. Bake for 15 minutes. Cover with foil,
then continue baking for an additional
10-15 minutes.
7. Remove from the oven and let cool

for 20 minutes. Remove from the cake
pan and top with icing, if you’d like. 8.

Add stars of icing around the edges of the
cake.
9. Once iced and ready to eat, cut into 8 triangular slices for serving.

Candy Brownies
Ingredients:
10 tablespoons unsalted butter (1 1/4
sticks), melted
2 large eggs
¾ cup granulated sugar
¼ cup light brown sugar, packed
2 tablespoons brewed coffee (optional)
1 teaspoon instant espresso granules
(optional)
1 tablespoon vanilla extract
¾ cup plus 2 tablespoons unsweetened
cocoa powder
¼ teaspoon salt, to taste
½ cup all purpose flour
12-15 fun size candy bars, Twix, Butterfinger, 3 Musketeers, Milky Way, Snickers, Mini Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups,
Nestle Crunch
½ cup semi sweet chocolate chips, for
topping
½ cup M&M’s for topping, optional
Directions to Bake:
1. Preheat oven to 350F
2. Line an 8-by-8-inch baking pan with
aluminum foil leaving overhang on the
sides, spray with cooking spray; set aside.
3. In a large, microwave-safe bowl, add
the butter and heat on high power to
melt, about 1 minute. Allow butter to
cool momentarily so you don’t scramble
the eggs.
4. Add the eggs, sugars, optional coffee,
vanilla, and whisk to combine.
5. Add the cocoa powder, optional
espresso granules, optional salt, and

whisk to combine. If your cocoa powder
is lumpy, it could take a couple minutes
of vigorous whisking.
6. Add the flour and stir until just combined, don’t overmix.
7. Turn two-thirds of the batter out into
prepared pan, reserving the remaining
one-third; just eyeball it.
8. The reserved amount should be about
1 1/2 cups; set reserved portion aside.
9. Place candy bar pieces onto batter,
distributed evenly, in an even, flat layer. I
made 5 rows with about 5 pieces candy
per row.
10. Top with reserved batter to cover
candy and gently smooth to distribute it.
11. Evenly sprinkle chocolate chips over
the top.
12. Evenly sprinkle the optional M&M’s
over the top.
13. Bake for about 30 minutes, or until
done. TIP:A toothpick inserted in the
center should come out mostly clean,
but will likely have a few moist crumbs,
but no batter.
14. Allow brownies to cool in pan for
about 1 hour before lifting out with foil
overhang and slicing.
15. Serve or chill them more and enjoy!

Candy Bark
Ingredients:
2 teaspoons butter
1-½ pounds white candy coating,
coarsely chopped
2 cups pretzels, coarsely chopped
10 oreo cookies, chopped
¾ cup candy corn
¾ cup dry roasted peanuts, optional
½ cup M&M’s
½ cup Reeses Pieces
Directions to Bake:
1. Line a 15x10x1-in. baking pan with
foil; grease foil with butter.

the forest floor alerted the shadow
to her position. “Got to reach the
branch!” A surge of adrenaline propelled her upwards. She swung herself triumphantly onto the branch,
but a moment later her heart sickened as she heard a deep cracking
sound. (Mrs. Gordon)
Down, down she tumbled,
smashing through sticky foliage and
indifferent branches. She watched,
as if separated from her body, as
she shifted through space, feeling
nothing, unable to do anything.
Then darkness. The next time her
eyes opened, she saw the yellowed
popcorn ceiling, brown and beige
broken blinds, and locked metal
door that she would awaken to for
the next seven days. (Ms. Cohen)
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2. In a microwave, melt candy coating;
stir until smooth. Spread into prepared
pan.
3. Sprinkle pretzels, oreos, candy corn,
optional peanuts, M&Ms, and Reeses
Pieces.
4. Press into candy coating. Let stand
about 1 hour.
5. Break or cut bark into pieces. Store in
an airtight container.

Additional Hacks
Here are a few fun hacks that you can
use when you want a quick way to get
rid of that extra halloween candy. Not
to mention they are quick, easy, and delicious!
Try freezing some of your favorite chocolate bars and using them in homemade
milkshakes - it will be just like shake
shack! Simply add your favorite frozen
treats to one pint of vanilla ice cream,
and ¼ cup of milk. Blend it up and enjoy!
For coffee drinkers - add a piece of your
favorite chocolate bar to your cup of
coffee with some warm milk and enjoy a
DIY mocha. This is best for those who
love their coffee sweet.
Leftover candy can be used to make
fondue.! Simply melt up your favorites
in a double boiler (a pot of boiling water
with a bowl on top for your ingredients)
and enjoy with marshmallows, fruit,
pretzels, etc. This would be perfect for a
chilly fall night with your friends.
Lastly, remember you can always donate
your extra candy to organizations that
help those in need. For example, the
Soldiers Angels Treats for Troops program uses your unwanted candy to give
deployed veterans throughout the world
a Halloween treat!
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Primary Students Scream for Halloween!

BY JENNA SMITH
Staff Writer
Parties! Games! Excitement!
Candy! Each of these words describe
the events that occur in the Primary
School every October 31st. The day
begins with each of the classes throwing a party in which they play various Halloween games and munch on
“spooky” treats. Later, they perform
a Halloween themed song in front
of the Primary School. Halloween
classics ranging from “Little Shop of
Horrors” to “This is Halloween” are
performed and sung-along to. Finally, they hold a large parade in which
each student gets to show off their
magnificent costumes.
Despite all of the excitement that
occurs during the day, many students
look forward to what goes on after
school. You guessed it: trick-or-treating! When talking about the tradition,
each student became extremely enthusiastic at the prospect of devouring bags of their favorite candy. In a
poll of favorite candy types, 33.3%
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Primary School students walk into school in thier Halloween costumes, excited for the ffun festivities of the day!

of students favored Sour Patch Kids,
26.6% of students favored Reese’s
Peanut Butter Cups, 23.3% favored
Milky Ways, and 16.8% favored
Gummy Bears.
Although Primary Students enjoy

eating their candy (and we all know
how much Kent Place girls love to
eat), they believe that it is important
to give back to their community during the holiday as well. Several stud
ents explained that their families set

aside a portion of treats to donate
to various organizations. Non-profit
groups such as “Operation Gratitude” collect and disperse candy
among those currently serving in
the U.S. military. Other organizations such as the “Ronald McDonald
House Charities” distribute the candy that they receive among the residents in their houses. One 4th grader
stated, “I like to donate my candy on
Halloween because I can help people
and have fun!”
Sometimes, as Upper School students, we can forget to have fun. It
is easy to become too preoccupied
during the school year, which can
prevent us from holding on to the
youthful joy and excitement that can
be derived from the seemingly “small
things” in life (like Halloween). So
this October, take advice from an
enthusiastic fourth grader who uttered these wise words: “Don’t forget
to have fun on Halloween! It’s awesome!”

The Most Horrifying Movies for Halloween Night

BY INDIA BERRY
Staff Writer
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Here are some movie ideas reviews,
perfect for a spooky night in this Halloween!

Insidious follows a family who move
into a new house. While exploring their
new home, one of the sons, Dalton, falls
off a ladder in the attic after witnessing
a door open by itself. The parents, Josh
and Renai, declare the attic off limits. The
next day when Josh goes to wake Dalton
up for school, he discovers that Dalton
has fallen into a coma. When they bring
Dalton home (while he is still in a coma),
paranormal activity begins occurring in
their home. It then becomes clear to the
characters that Dalton is not in a coma,
but that he has traveled to purgatory and
has gotten lost there. The rest of the film
deals with trying to bring Dalton back and
discovering forgotten information about
Josh that connects him and his son to their
odd abilities. The movie ends on a major
cliffhanger, so watching the second movie
straight after is recommended. The second
movie focuses more on Josh and his backstory. It also answers lots of unanswered
questions that were addressed in the first
movie.
Both movies are incredible, making
them my favorite horror movies. Similar to
the Conjuring series, they are both scary and
have well-developed plots, making them
excellent movies to watch on Halloween. I
would recommend these movies for people
who may not love the horror genre, as they
are not too scary since the demon does not
look too threatening and the jump scares
are not as surprising as other movies. This
movie will leave you with chills but not so
much as you will have to keep the lights on
that night! (PG-13)
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What’s really nice about this movie
is that it gives you breaks throughout
the film. The story is about a collegeaged girl who is possessed (shocker,
right?). Half of the film shows her
possession, and half of the film is the
court case ruling whether or not the
priest that performed the exorcism on
her is responsible for her death. The
movie begins with Emily Rose dying
due to malnutrition and self-harm and
Father Richard Moore being arrested
for negligent homicide. Emily’s story
is told through flashbacks that are
described during the trial. This back
and forth style of the film makes it
bearable to watch as there isn’t suspense and terror every minute of the
film. The legal drama part of the film
makes it very interesting to watch, but
the horror part of the film is scary
enough to keep you up at night. Both
parts of the film make it a fantastic
film, and it is definitely one of my favorites! (PG-13)

Although this movie is aimed towards
kids, it’s still pretty scary and is known to
be quite nightmare inducing for younger
children. It is the perfect movie for hanging
out with your younger siblings, or if you are
looking for a nostalgic movie to watch on
Halloween. The story is mysterious and eerie, and the creepy animations add to the fear
factor. In short, the movie follows a young
girl, Coraline, who has just moved into a new
apartment with her family. Stressed with the
process of moving, her mother treats Coraline in a cold manner, and although her father tries to impress her and make her happy,
he proves to just be an embarrassment to
Coraline. Feeling bored and lonely, Coraline goes to explore the rest of the house,
one day finding a hidden door and opens it.
She crawls through a tunnel that takes her
to a place that looks exactly like her house,
but better. She sees her mother and father,
but they both have buttons sewn onto their
eyes. To Coraline, it seems as though her
Other Mother is sweeter as she spends time
with Coraline, prepares delicious meals, and
gives her presents. Her Other Father is talented and funny, and even her neighbours
are more talented and entertaining. Coraline
wishes she could stay in the Other world forever, as it disappears whenever she goes to
sleep. Her Other parents tell her that this is
possible, but only if she sews buttons onto
her eyes. The viewer is taken through Coraline’s spooky adventures where she tries to
avoid the button-eye outcome and learns the
truth about her seemingly perfect “Other
Family”. (PG)
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Halloween MadLib!

BY MAGGIE STANTON, LIZZIE HERR, AND GRACE HOLT
STAFF WRITERS

It was a
(adjective)
October night and a scholar leader from Kent Place was at a corn
maze with her friend,
(name).
This particular corn maze was different as it was haunted. The girls
started the corn maze and felt
(emotion).
They began to 		
(verb)
through the maze with ease. They
didn’t think it was too scary… but
they did not know what was about
to come next. All of the sudden,
the girls heard the voice of a

(type of creature) behind
them. The voice was
(adjective) and 		
(adjective).
As they looked around, the other
(plural noun) around them
had disappeared. The girls felt 		
(emotion) and screamed for
their lives. Then all of a sudden,
the
(adjective) corn
stalks began
		
(verb
ending in -ing). The girls actually
saw a 		
(same creature) 		
(verb ending in -er). The girls
tried to 		
(verb) towards the
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exit and through the 			
(adjective) corn. They turned
(a direction), then 			
(a different direction) but could
not find a way out! The 		
(same creature) started to
(verb) closer and closer to the girls
as the 		
(holiday in October) night became 		
(adjective ending in ier). The girls never returned. Other KP students
could hear echoes of their voices
at (Kent Place event/meeting).

Which
Bestfor
forYou?
You?
WhichCostume
Costumeisisthe
Right
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BY GRACE HOLT AND NIKKI PATEL
STAFF WRITERS

For those of you who still need to find a Halloween costume, checkout which one would be
best for you!

Leo (July 23-August 22)
Aquarius (January 20-February 18):

We know Aquarius people are open-minded and original, but we also understand that your logical thinking
will prohibit the large, uncomfortable costumes others
wouldn’t mind wearing. That is why your Halloween
costume could be Where’s Waldo!

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

People that have the Pisces sign are very artistic - a
trait that will benefit you in making the perfect Halloween costume! Using all your emotions and wiseness,
you can develop a great costume as Harley Quinn from
Suicide Squad for Halloween!

Aries (March 21-April 19):

As confident, willful people, Aries tend to fearlessly put
themselves out there. Portrayed as heroic, bold, and encouraging people, your costume is Superwoman!

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Taurus people are very diligent, organized, and dedicated. This suggests that your Halloween costume will be
something that requires lot of work, but will be worth
it in the end, such as Bubble Gum Dispenser!

Leos express themselves in various ways, and take pride
in their passion projects. Being generous and entertaining leads you to wear a Onesie as your costume this
year.!

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You might be having an extra hard time trying to find
the perfect Halloween costume because of your indecisive nature, but don’t worry Libras - we’ve got you
covered! To express your beauty and charm, you can be
Dorothy from The Wizard of Oz!

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Gemini is ruled by the dual sign of the twins, which
means you might be dressing up with one of your
friends! As very original, resourceful, and social people,
your costume is Thing 1 and Thing 2!

Scorpios are known to be natural trendsetters and brave
people; this only brings us to believe you will be rocking a crazy new style this Halloween. Your costume will
be Dunkin’ Donut, which can express your charm and
courage!

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

As people who seek cozy and safe spaces, your Halloween costume will seem to incorporate a comfortable, wearable feel. Cancers are very creative, so your
costume will definitely be out of the box - maybe a
Cheetah Girl?

Virgo (August 23-Sept. 22)

Virgos are very practical and hardworking, which will
definitely be helpful while planning your costume for
Halloween! As resourceful people, Virgos will dress up
as Ninjas!

As big risk takers, Sagittarius people will try something
unordinary for themselves this year. Using your dedication and enthusiasm, you can make the best out of
being a blow up dinosaur for your Halloween costume!

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Capricorns are hard-working and devoted people, suggesting to us that you will spend lots of time on your
Halloween costume until you think you have it right.
To speed up the process, you can be a Smart Cookie to
fit your personality!

